Candid.
How do I get a grant?

Working on behalf of a nonprofit?

501(c)(3) or NGO status?

Claimed your GuideStar nonprofit profile?

Thinking of starting a nonprofit?

New to finding grants?

Familiar with Foundation Directory?

Explore Candid Learning

Intro to Fundraising Planning [course]

Grants to Individuals

For-profit business?

Artist?

Student or researcher?

Personal needs?

Claim your profile

Business knowledge base articles

Artist knowledge base articles

Student knowledge base articles

Personal finance knowledge base articles

Fiscal sponsorship knowledge base article

Is Starting a Nonprofit Right for You? [course]

Use Foundation Directory

Intro to Foundation Directory [course]

Learn more about getting grants at learning.candid.org. Candid’s Online Librarian team is ready to answer your specific questions at learning.candid.org/ask-us.